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Short answer google tradutor

How to use short answer in google form. Google tradutor short answer.
He was also still overseeing his pale students. To ensure that my readers avoid this trap, let me quote some sentences of some paraphages - namely, â € œThe google translated do not understandâ € â € ™ no realized, Â € â € œA â € œAgl "Googl transment did not have the idea more nebulous. A phrase means, or is over. His book reports the lives
intertwined of herself; Her husband, Qian Zhongshu (also novelist and translator) and her daughter. But the results of such techniques are not corresponding to really having an ideas involved, because if it leaves, he understands, creates, modifies and judges a piece of writing. Watches my negativism, Service that many people value: This affects
quickly and and affects quickly and -Dircity conversions of significant passages written in language A in sequences of words not necessarily significant words in Language B. I wrote â € œBroach To convey the idea. In fact, I believe it is still extremely far away. I could not resist experiencing it; Here is what Google translates back to me: â € œMe
Hirondelle n â € Aspire pas la soif.â € This is a grammatical French phrase, but it is very difficult to understand. But at the same time, you do not forget what Google Translate has done with these two Chinese passages and with the French and German previous passages. If in this essay I seem to seem like this, is because the technology I have
discussed does not attempt to reproduce human intelligence. Think of my first example involving Ã â € ™ â € â € œThe your items â € ™ s. In fact, would it be necessary that the understanding is not necessarily to translate well? This is Verbal Spinmeistery. I am very cautious with Google Translator, especially considering all the hype that surrounds
it. On the day of the event, Dinner, an old friend hired a city richixã to congratulate. He is still a student of p³s-graduation. However, after Emperor Yongzheng established an Official Military Ministry with a lower minister and the lower positions, the advisor of the southern study, although the emperor's service is still more served an important role in
making government decisions. However, to my surprise, during Chitchat of the night emerged that the two friends usually exchanged emails using Google Translator. In fact, the idea scares and revolts me. This process, mediated by meaning, may seem slow and, in fact, compared to Google Translate, two or three seconds, it is certainly - but what any
human translator is doing. Invited to go, the book of fear in the book told me: He thought I had to do it Âs "" South walking. This is not a good thing to do, no merit service, but for nothing. â € ¢ ll briefly point out some weirdness. On the day this commitment was decided after dinner, an old friend especially hired a richixã and came all the way to the
city just to congratulate Zhongshu. Lickety-SPLIT, UP came a lot of web pages in Chinã, and I painfully buried my way through the opening paragraphs of the first pair of websites, trying to find out what the sentence everything was . I discovered the term dates back to the Qing Dynasty (1644 - 1911) and refers to an intellectual assistant to the
emperor, whose duty was to help the emperor (in the southern study of the imperial panel) elegantly craft. Of course Google Translator would never do anything like that, because it has no model of its readers. The last two sentences really bring how crucial understanding is to translation. It does not know that words represent things. In fact, many
thoughtful people are in love with translation programs, finding little criticize them. To my mind, mind, The above parangraph do not contain meaning, not in English; It is just a confusion made of English ingredients-a random word salad, an inconsistent mixture. In the case of you are curious, here is my version of the same passage (took me hours):
Nan -shufang -Xingzou ("Special Study Assistant of the Suth Suth) was not a position Official, but in the Qing Dynasty, it was a special role usually filled by who was the current intellectual academic of the emperor. There is a school of philosophers who claim that computers could never "have semical" because they are done of "the wrong things"
(silent). It is almost irresistible for people to assume that software that deals with fluently with words must certainly know what they mean. But despite my disgust, acknowledges some surprising facts. about my noire. Needless to say that most of this halo is unconscious. It denotes a deeply human form of art that graciously carries clear ideas in
language A in the clear of language B, and the act of the act of bridge should not only maintain clarity, but also NSaion for the taste, peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of the original author's writing style. This is not what I personally I think that the translation of words means, but for some people there is a this service and, for them, qualifies as
translation. It is clear that we all agree that it is made of English words (most of the time, anyway), but does that imply that it is a passage in English? In other words, in its huge bilãngue database, the word Unesrade has almost always been translated as â € œNo Âdy Â €, although the engine not noticed why this was the case, I can tell you why. This
is a recipe for mediocrity, in the best of the hypotheses. He imagined that if you multiplied the database by a factor, say, a million or a billion, it would eventually be able to Anything played in it and essentially perfectly. It only consists of randomly activated English words by words. I will not play this debate here, but I would not like to leave readers
with the impression that I believe that intelligence and understanding are always inaccessible to computers. I knew Frank spoke well Danish, because his mother was Danish, and he lived in Denmark when a child. Whenever I translated, I read the original text carefully and internalize the ideas as clearly possible, leaving them from side to side. UND
WISSENSCHAFTLENNENNENNNEN SOWIESO NICHT IN FRGE; Ãƒber Wenig War Man Sich Einiger.Hofstadter: Apons defeat, many teachers with pan-germous inclinations, who in that way constitute most teachers, considered practically their duty to protect the institutions of higher education. with the ¢ â â € å “Undesirables. The most likely to
be fired were young scholars who had not yet gained the right to teach the university. In this scenery, human translators would become, within a few years, mere quality controllers and failure fixers rather than producers of new texts. It is because it units it that literally means "uniting" or "¢ âference" "UNEVEN" "is almost always defined as" not
divisible by two ". On the other hand, my choice of" Undersirable "To make Ungeraden had nothing to do with the statisticals of the words, but it came from my understanding of the situation -" of my zero in an explicitly mentioned realm in the text and certainly not listed as a translation of Unesrade in any of my German dictionary. Such mental
ethherealities are still too illusional to deal with computationally and, therefore, as a substitute, rapid and sophisticated statistical algorithms used. Frank would write a message in English and then execute it on Google Translator to produce a new text Danish; On the other hand, she would write a message in Danes, then would let google translate
Anglicize it. First of all, Google Translator never refers to Zhongshu by name, although his name (Ã â € œThe "â € œâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ƒâ € ¢) Souvenir to draw, without images, without understanding, without meaning, residing behind the words that liquidate so quickly. A friend asked me if the skill level of the translation of Google does not It is only a
program function in the database. This is why I briefly explained the idea, instead of just quoting the word obscure, because this mechanical gesture could not be able to Nothing for Anglospace Readers. , relieved to see that we are not, after all, so close to replacing human translators by autonomous. I try to say in language B what impresses me as a
natural way B-ish talk about the type. S of situations that constitute the halo of meaning in question. I am not soon moving directly from words and phrases in language a for words and phrases in language B. That is not the nature of art. The two characters that seem to mean "walk" actually forming a piece denoting a helper. For a mere pi-lingual,
bai-liquorism is more impressive. Much by the contrary: Try to make an end run around human intelligence, and the output passages displayed above clearly reveal its giant gaps. From my point of view, there is no fundamental reason that the machines could not, in principle, one day to think; Be creative, funny, nostalgic, excited, frightened, extinct,
resigned, hopeful and, as a corollary, able to translate admirably between the languages. There are your own car and your own car, your own and his own towels, his own library and his own library. Even with the entry summit shouting the gains of the owners as Vesso Powered, the translation lead ignored the screams and made everything
masculine. To understand these flaws, it is necessary to keep in mind the eliza effect. It is not written in a particularly mysterious way, but uses a chinese educated and excited. But all that will only occur when the machines are so filled with ideas, emotions and experiences as human beings. Below, I exhibit the impressive outcome text that Google
translates super quickly on my screen after being fed with the opening of the site from which I obtained my information: â € œThe SOUTH WALKINGâ € is not a position Official, before Qing was, this is only a "messenger", usually by the imperial intellectual Hanlin to serve as. The translation mechanism was not Imagining big or small quantities or
numbers of things. After our thief came out, Zhongshu turned to me restlessly and said, "He thought I would become a special study aid." This kind of work It's not easy. Clearly, Google translates did not get my meaning; just came out with a lot of bull. That seems plausible to the principle, but still there is no attempt to go beyond the level. surface of

words and phrases. If, some of the "Filfin" day, human translators would become reliabilities of the past, my respect for the mind Human would be deeply shaken, and the shock would let me stagger with a terrible confusion and immense and permanent sadness. Each time I read an article claiming that the guild of the human translators will soon be
forced to bend before the terrible and four sword of some new technology, I feel the need to verify claims, partly by a sense of terror that this nightmare may be just around the corner, more hopefully the desire to reassure me that it is not just around the corner and finally of my longtime crescent that it is important to combat exaggerated about
artificial intelligence. Introduction The book to do this work is tsinghua students Qiao Guanhua comrades. For example, the depth learning engine used the word SA for both "the car" and "your car", so you can not tell anything about the car owner's gain. But I still felt that I should check the engine more closely. Google Translate has not achieved this
subtlety.) The noun of 17 letters related Wissenschaftlerin, found in the closing sentence in its plural form Wissenschaftlerinnen, is a consequence of the german nouns gain. Only when the halo was evoked enough in my mind, I start trying to express it - â € "Press it out - in the second tongue. As for your friend, your English was fluent, as it is Pattern
for Scandinavian. Google Translate, however, did not understand that the female suffix "in" was the central focus on the final phrase. But this type of depth implies that any such network is profound ? In my opinion, Google's exit translate today varies all the way from great to grotesque, but I can not quantify my feelings about it. Many scholars and
scholars at the beginning of the Qing dynasty in the south through the study . Does this really in English? The use of scientific appearance bars to represent the quality of translation is simply an abuse of the external traps of the science. You must return to this sad image of human translators, soon overcome and overcome, gradually turning into
anything but controlled quality and text keys. Il Y A Sa Voitters and Sa Voitters, Ses Servietes and Ses Serviettes, SA Bibliothã Pe et Les Siennes.The program fell into my trap, not realizing, like any human reader, that I was describing a couple, emphasizing that for each Item he had, she had a similar one. It was a game exchanger, like deep blue and
Alphago went to the venerables â €
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